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ON NULL GEODESIC COLLINEATION IN CONFORMALLY 2-RECURRENT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
1. Introdaction A non-flat n-dimensional (n > 2) Riemannian manifold is said to be of recurrent curvature [11] (briefly, a recurrent manifold) if its curvature tensor satisfies the condition R hijk,l = c l R hi;)k for some non-zero vector field c^, where the comma indicates covariant differentiation with respect to the metric of the manifold.
As a generalization of the concept of a recurrent manifold, Lichnerowioz [ioj initiated investigations of n-dimensional (n > 2) Riemannian manifolds whose curvature tensors satisfy relation of the form R hijk,lm = a lmPhijk* Non-flat manifolds of such type (i.e. satisfying the above relation for some tensor a^^) are called second order recurrent or, briefly, 2-recurrent manifolds. Roter proved [7] that the recurrence tensor a^ of a 2-recurrent manifold is necessarily symmetric.
According to Adati and Miyazawa [1] an n-dimensional (n > 3) Riemannian manifold is said to be conformally recurrent if its Weyl conformal curvature tensor It is immediate that every recurrent or 2-recurrent, as well as every conformally recurrent Riemannian manifold satisfies the condition (3) and if the recurrence vector in (2) is locally a gradient then the 2-recurrence tensor in (3) is symmetric.
According to Katzin and Levine, a vector field v on a Riemannian manifold is said to be a null geodesic collineation if
where Q is a certain function, and L y denotes the Lie derivative with respect to v (for geometrical interpretation, see [9] ).
The purpose of this paper is to prove that null geodesic collineations in analytic conformally 2-recurrent Riemannian manifolds "satisfying (4), (5) 6 6 rpqs' rs 6 ' Roter [8j proved that null geodesic collineations in general Riemannian manifolds satisfy the following relations (6) a ri Rr hjk + a rj ^hki + a rk ®"hij =
where A h = g^ Q^, a^ = L y g... (9)), we obtain (A l,m " i S lm ) (C hi;jk -(g hk -g hj g lk )) = 0 and, since S = C "_ g rs g p<5 = 0 and (5) holds, we have rpqs (10).
Differentiating (10) Proof. Differentiating (15) twice covariantly and using (10), (8) and (3), (15) It is easy to see that (1) and (13) give I* B B A r C hjk.m = " n C mhjk ' n(n-2) (g mk R hj ~ 6 mj R hk } + BR 1 + n(n-1 J n-2) (s mk 6 hj ~ g mj «hk' " n^2 (A k R hj,m " ^.m 1 + R + (ri-1)(n-2) (A k g h;j " A j g hk } '
The last two equations lead to the relation 3B 33 3BR ~ -n C mhjk ~ n(n-21 (s mk R hj ~ g mj ^k* " n(n-1 ) (n-2) (s mj g hk -3R -g mk g hj ,+^i " (A j R hk,m"* A k R hj ,m } + 2T^feT ( Now we can proceed to the main result of this paper. Theorem.
If an analytic non conformally flat conformally 2-recurrent Riemannian manifold with <f lm = admits a null geodesic collineation, then this collineation ia affine.
Proof. Going to prove that the parallel vector field A^ vanishes, we assume on the contrary that A^ ¡6 0 everywhere. Equations (20), (21) and (22) This implies, by an elementary algebraic argument, 
